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Curriculum Intent and Vision: 

We want to help and encourage our students to:  

• become community-minded global citizens and valuable members of society with the skills to confidently communicate in a variety of 
contexts  

• understand that: reading teaches kindness and empathy; that words have power; and be able to control that power with kindness and 
empathy 

• have an appreciation and love of a diverse range of both fiction and non-fiction texts from a variety of cultures  
• be independent thinkers and critical readers, communicators whose skills give them choices and habits of mind  
• learn that a text is a conscious construct created by a writer and is bound by a cultural context reflecting and enriching our human 

experience and identity   
• value their voices and develop curiosity about the world and what it means to be human 
• appreciate that English is the foundation for accessing other subjects and provides practical skills for life 

 
Challenge in English: 

We include challenge in English through the choice of stimulating and thought-provoking texts. The challenge lies not just in the vocabulary 
used but also in the ideas and experiences depicted. Additionally, we strive to include challenge within lessons through extension tasks and 
challenge outside of lessons through Extra-curricular activities and Super Challenge tasks. 
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Pink pen Tasks 

As part of our super-curriculum, most of our lessons for every year group, include a ‘super-curriculum’ pink pen challenge task. We encourage 
all students to challenge themselves, by completing the activity in pink pen. The tasks often require the students to use conceptualised thinking 
thus tend to be more open-ended. We have an example below. The first part is accessible to all and the second part can be attempted by all 
students yet requires metacognition: thinking about why a writer does what they do. 
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Super-curriculum tasks 

Outside the classroom, we continue to stretch and challenge our more able learners. The super-curriculum provides thought-
provoking and creative tasks as well as ideas for accessing aspects of Social, Historical and Cultural Context. Even more 
challenging tasks are highlighted in pink.  
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We are currently recruiting English Ambassadors with a view to producing a school magazine. This is likely to be in conjunction with the 
Wellbeing Room so that we can use creativity as a tool for channelling and managing emotions. 

SEND Provision in English: 

As per recent SEND training advice, the SEND provision should be the ‘golden thread’ running through all of the Curriculum planning. We are 
in the process of reviewing and improving our curriculum in order to cater better for SEND students. Some of the activities and ideas used 
include the following: 

• Explicit teaching of vocabulary so that all students can access texts and tasks (through such tasks as completion of Frayer Diagrams) 
• Scaffolded Learning Activities – writing involves combining a number of areas at the same time thus we aim to break down the process 

so it is less overwhelming 
• Staff modelling of writing tasks to provide examples of good practice 
• Praise and encouragement in verbal and written form 
• Clear, chunked content delivery and instructions given in clear separate steps  
• Seating Plans with needs and ability considered 
• Spaced retrieval of key learning points, previous skills and knowledge 
• Use of differentiated writing frames and prompts to support learning where required 
• Waiting/processing time provided and instructions repeated and decoded 
• Advance warning of questions being asked 
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Staff in English:  

Mr Ainsworth Nick.Ainsworth@priestnall.stockport.sch.uk 

Mrs Birchenall Sophie.Birchenall@priestnall.stockport.sch.uk 

Mrs Brookes-Mann Emma.Brookes-Mann@priestnall.stockport.sch.uk 

Miss Condron Nicola.Condron@priestnall.stockport.sch.uk 

Miss Hine Lisa.Hine@priestnall.stockport.sch.uk 

Miss Hughes Deborah.Hughes@priestnall.stockport.sch.uk 

Mrs Mekonnen Rachel.Mekonnen@priestnall.stockport.sch.uk 

Miss Morrin lmorrin@priestnall.stockport.sch.uk 

Mr Poole Darren.Poole@priestnall.stockport.sch.uk 

Mrs Windsor Joanna.Windsor@priestnall.stockport.sch.uk 

Subject Frequency over two-week timetable KS3/KS4 

Y7 and 8: seven lessons over the two-week timetable. 

Y9: six lessons over the two-week timetable. 

Y10: eight lessons over the two-week timetable. 

Y11: six lessons over the two-week timetable 
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Homework Frequency for KS3/KS4 

KS3: two homework tasks a week (including literacy tasks and independent reading) 

KS4: two homework tasks a week (including revision tasks and independent reading of GCSE texts as well as own choice texts) 

 

GCSE English Language and Literature 

English Language (AQA): two exams.  

Paper 1 focuses on Fiction reading and writing. (Explorations in Creative Reading and Writing.) 

Paper 2 focuses on Viewpoint reading and writing. (Viewpoints and Perspectives.) 

 

English Literature (AQA): two exams.  

Paper 1 ‘A Christmas Carol’ and Romeo and Juliet’  

(Current Year 11 will be doing ‘A Christmas Carol’ and the Modern Text (‘An Inspector Calls’ or ‘Lord of the Flies’ or ‘Animal Farm’) as this has 
changed due to a reduction of content due to Covid.) 

Paper 2: The Modern Text (‘An Inspector Calls’ or ‘Lord of the Flies’ or ‘Animal Farm’), ‘Power and Conflict’ Anthology Poetry and Unseen 
Poetry 

(Current Year 11 will be doing ‘Romeo and Juliet and Unseen Poetry as this has changed due to a reduction of content due to Covid.) 
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Year 10: 

In year 10 students will begin their GCSE studies with the Modern Text. This year’s students are reading either ‘Lord of the Flies’, ‘An Inspector 
Calls’ or ‘Animal Farm’. The students learn about the Social, Historical and Cultural context of the text as well as annotating it for ideas, themes 
and language techniques. They then complete practice questions in class modelled on exam questions. 

The students move on to the Reading section of Paper 1 Language (Explorations in Creative Reading and Writing). There are distinct skills 
required for each of the Reading questions and thus this is an important part of the approach to answering the questions. We practice individual 
questions then complete a Walk and Talk practice exam. 

‘Romeo and Juliet’ is the Shakespeare play that all students are studying. The students revise the Social, Historical and Cultural context of the 
text (as they have previously studied Shakespeare at Key Stage 3) as well as annotating it for ideas, themes and language techniques. We 
then complete practice questions in class modelled on exam questions. 

Creative Writing links to the Writing section of Paper 1 Language. There are two questions on the exam and these usually include a choice of a 
description or a narrative. Thus the focus is on producing clear, accurate and engaging writing. We use quality writing as style models for the 
students’ own writing. 

Power and Conflict Poetry includes a number of War poems as well as poetry that captures powerful experiences and emotions. The students 
have their own Anthology that is annotated in class and the exam requires them to compare a named poem and a second poem of their choice 
(from the 15 poems studied). 

The final scheme of work is in preparation for Viewpoint Writing (Paper 2 Language) and  links to the formal speeches that the students have to 
present as part of the English Language qualification. The specches are graded Pass, Merit or Distinction. 
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Year 11: 

Current Year 11 students resume their GCSE studies with Paper 2 Language (Viewpoints and Perspectives) and this is their first Mock exam in 
October. They will complete practice questions in class modelled on exam questions (or directly from exams) and then complete their first Mock 
Exam. 

The next mock exam is on Paper 2 Literature. This is an altered exam due to the reduction of course content for this cohort. The students 
revise ‘Romeo and Juliet’ and Unseen poetry. This Mock exam is in December. 
 
A Literature focus continues with preparation for the Paper 1 Literature Mock. Thus, feedback for the first Literature exam can inform the skills 
required for the next Mock exam. Revision of ‘A Christmas Carol and the Modern text (‘An Inspector Calls’ or ‘Lord of the Flies’) involves using 
Revision materials including GCSEpod, Bitesize and the tasks we have collated in the Year 11 Teams Revision folder. 
 
Next the students return to Paper 1 Language (Explorations in Creative Reading and Writing). They revisit previous tasks carried out in Year 
10, including the end of Year Paper 1 they completed. We then complete practice exam questions in class and sit the second English 
Language Mock paper. 

Revisiting of Paper 2 Language (Viewpoints and Perspectives) and general revision is our final focus before the students sit their final exams in 
May. 

 

Trips 

We have traditionally visited The Globe Theatre in conjunction with History. Additionally, we have taken students to the theatre to see live 
productions such as Matthew Bourne’s Dance production of ‘Lord of the Flies’. We intend to resume these visits as soon as it is deemed to be 
fully safe. We have also been in communication with The Savoy Cinema with a view to taking the students to watch Film versions of studied 
texts. 
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Useful Links/ Additional Information 

How literature can help us develop empathy 

https://www.firstnews.co.uk/ 

BBC Radio 2 - 500 Words 

https://www.theguardian.com/childrens-books-site/series/childrensbooks-podcast 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/ 

10 famous speeches in English and what you can learn from them - English Editing Blog (englishtrackers.com) 

Grammar Exercises 

https://nationalcentreforwriting.org.uk/working-with-schools/young-workshops/ 

https://www.goodreads.com/shelf/show/50-books-to-read-before-you-die 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yLxgaxI_-t4 
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